
Well Done!



YEAR 7



Isabella Reay

“Last week I painted these 
wooden hearts Rainbow on 

one side and wrote 
motivational messages on the 
other side. Then I used some 
string and looped them on the 
tree so that anyone walking 

past could read the love hearts 
and hopefully make them 

happy and to help them realise 
that the current situation is not 
permanent. Also there is a few 
NHS workers who sometimes 
work past so I was hoping that 

they would read them and 
realise how appreciated they 

are by everyone for what 
they are doing.”

Isabella you should be so 
proud. Well done!



Matthew Cox

Produced this 
fantastic piece 

of English 
work!



Ryan Hughes

For his food 
poem & 

outstanding Art 
work of an 

abstract fish.



Leah Garraway and 
Katie Garraway

For making these 
Wonderful Cheese 

Scones ->



Laura Ridley

A brilliant 
drawing from 

observation and 
for regularly 
producing 

brilliant 
Geography work.



Chloe Pennick

For her 
consistent hard 

work in 
Geography.



Adam Ralph 

For critical 
thinking and 
ranking in 
History.





Alice Hall

Amazing textiles 
skills making a 
cushion from 

recycled fabric!



Holly Iley

Brilliant Hegarty
Maths work.







Lily Maughan

Well researched, 
carefully and 

neatly presented 
MFL work.





Year 8







Anya Robson

Fabulous V.E 
day bunting!



Alexia Reynolds 

For a fantastic 
report about 
tourism in 

Antarctica. She 
has considered 

the 
environmental im
pacts of tourism 
and used data in 

her answer.







Kara Bensley

Brilliant Maths 
work.







Sophie Lee

Geography work 
on extreme 
tourism in 
Antarctica



Hayden Pigott

“For my technology 
homework I made 

fajitas for my 
family. This 

included a beef 
option for everyone 

except my sister 
and a vegetarian 
option for her.”



Alexander 
Walker-Birch 

Creative art 
work.



Matthew Allen

Superb art 
work and 

description.



Daniel Miles

Achieving 100% 
on Hegarty

Maths and never 
giving up!





Violet Joslin

“These are from my up 
cycling project. I used 
an old jam jar and a 

Ferrero Roche 
container. Chocolate 
cake peanut butter 
cookie Sandwich

Star Wars marble cake 
stuffed crust pizza, 
peanut butter and 
Caramel cookies.”



YEAR 9



Aimee – Leigh Bartley

Lovely History work in 
celebration of VE Day.



Ruby Audus

has been consistent every 
week with submitting work



Jessica Brown

Amazing work across 
her subjects!



Nathan Dickinson

has been working 
really hard this week 

completing lots of 
work.







Jess Brown

Lovely History work in 
celebration of VE Day.





YEAR 10



James Stokoe's
excellent commitment 

to completing his 
Charge of the Light 
brigade booklet- he 

has shown resilience 
and worked 

extremely hard.





Lily – May 
Barnes 

Produced this 
fantastic piece 

of English 
work!



Macie Lee

Brilliant work 
on optional 

essays!



Abbie Forsyth 

Has produced 
excellent Geography 
work since week 1 of 
the lockdown and this 

week is another 
amazing example of 

her hard work 
producing revision 
material for GCSE.





Lewis Heppell

German: reflective and 
accurate translation



Kate Miller 

Has completed a 
rhythmic layering 

composition task and 
extended to include 
harmonic ostinato in 
her second version







Owen Haygarth

He completed a rhythmic 
layering composition task 

with interesting use of 
syncopated rhythms.

Owen was also identified 
by his Geography teacher 

for going the extra mile with 
his work. He produced a 

superb explanation of why 
tropical rainforests are 
located where they are.

Owen’s Science teacher 
has also been really 

impressed with Owen. He 
has been responsible in 
asking for help when he 

needs it in chemistry.



Libby Whitfield 

Excellent GCSE 
revision material 

produced in 
Geography!



Rebecca McConnell

has completed so 
much independent 

Maths work!





Another 
nomination for 
the principal’s 
award, a full 
family effort 

from the 
Ridleys!



YEAR 11



Hannah Longstaff
Mia Scott

Ellie Meehan 
Niamh Maddern

Kara Tinkler

The above students 
have sent excellent 
work to Ms Cross 

every week!



YEAR 12







LEWIS LABEN

Exceptional 
Biological writing 
showing fantastic 

connections 



BEN DIXON-SCURR
who has 

embraced the 
recent History 

work on the 
decline of Weimar 

Germany with 
gusto!







YEAR 13





REBEKAH WILSON
DANIEL WILSON

Completion of 
assignment work to 

a very high 
standard in IT





IMOGEN BEETHAM

GREAT 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

DURING LOCKDOWN





DANIEL YOUNG HAS 
CREATED SOME 

EXCELLENT 
GRAPHICS DURING  

SCHOOL CLOSURE




